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Sony has another solution for cord-cutting TV fans, including people like me: laXBox 360 and PS3 consoles, which plug directly into your TV, and play movies that will then pop up on your big screen. As Xbox and PS3 become more powerful, they could also wind up vying for dedicated movie-viewing
hardware. In addition to a limited library, the Microsoft model will perform a major overhaul of your current cable-based video environment. If you have several connected cable boxes, this means that all the programming from those boxes will go into one box, and all the commercials, movie menus and
other information will be downloaded directly to your TV over the Internet. (Microsoft controls the software required to do this.) After that, the Xbox 360 can do something that no other game console can do: select content from your PC and send it to the TV screen. If you watch a couple of TV shows on
your computer each week, theres a chance your cable provider will start offering unlimited content for PC viewing. (Netflix just added streaming capability for Macs, but your service provider will probably charge you to access that, too.) With the Sony PlayStation 3, things are a little bit easier. While that
console is brand new, it doesnt perform any on-screen upgrades. Instead, the PS3 runs a very limited bit of software -- PlayStation Home -- that allows users to buy or rent movies from a Sony music store, play games against other users in a virtual version of Playstations arcade and own a virtual and
physical version of a PS3. (Sony invented the DVD and the Blu-ray disc format.
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Streaming video takes time to buffer, so watching a high-definition movie on one of these devices is less like turning on the TV and waiting for it to pop up on the screen, than flipping on the PBS Kids channel and waiting for the Go! Cartoons to load. That said, it can be addictive. And it's a lot easier than
fiddling with the TV for hours to find something you want to see. Indeed, these devices arent just for pampered consumers. Theyre also for people who want to get their kids hooked on watching movies and TV shows, too. I stumbled on one such opportunity, while I was thinking about the Xbox market. I

downloaded an episode of the kids show Blue's Clues. The animation is low-res, but my 11-year-old son watched it anyway, and he, like me, is a big fan. Later that night, I checked my Roku to see what else was on its library. It was the complete first season of the series. New episodes automatically
continue at the same time on Netflix.com, as they do on some cable and satellite systems. Roku says that it now has access to about 200,000 movies and TV shows available on Netflix, Amazon, TBS TV and other popular Internet TV services. Thats up from 60,000 a month last August, Funk says, but on
the company and device side, he admits, theres room for improvement. Roku hopes the new movies and TV shows will inspire more people to subscribe to the video-on-demand services. A number of the big players are making their own attempts to create a differentiated strategy for streaming, both in

comparison with the cable and satellite competition, as well as each others offerings. All of the companies have different content deals, but theyre all consistent on the essentials. Each of them offers a library of movies and TV shows, and theres no timetable for removing content. 5ec8ef588b
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